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CLUB NEWS

FAIRY LAMP CLUB IN THE NEWS

The Fairy Lamp Club was mentioned in two fairy lamp articles this quarter.  Both articles gener-
ated inquiries about our Club or fairy lamps almost as soon as they hit the streets.  In addition,
they have found additional fairy lamp collectors to join our Club.

Very special thanks to those who provided support to these articles.  The articles included:

FAIRY: Sisters' hobby is fairy tale
By Karen Rase

Dayton Daily News
Thursday, March 7, 2002
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This is a great article about three sisters, Lucille Peyton, Judy Horn, and Lorena Fuller, and their
love for fairy lamps.  Judy is a member of our Club and opened her home and collection to sup-
port this article.

The complete article, including photos, has been linked to our home page within the "On-line
Articles" webpage.

THE FAIRY LAMP CLUB

Antique Trader
Collector Magazine & Price Guide

Collector Club Showcase

May 2002, Pages 38-39

Shortly after several members of our Club completed their work on the soon to be published An-
tique Lamp & Lighting Price Guide, I was contacted by an editor of Antique Trader to support a
feature article on fairy lamps.  Naturally, I agreed to help and provided a brief explanation of
fairy lamps and, of course, our Fairy Lamp Club.

The article was published in this month's issue of Collector Magazine and Price Guide.1  The ar-
ticle, complete with my narrative, includes fifteen photographs of fairy lamps that were provided
by our members.  The photos, along with the accompanying descriptions and values were se-
lected from the material (well over 200 images and descriptions) we provided in support of the
upcoming price guide on antique lamps.  These few examples are just a taste of what is to come
when the new price guide is published.
In addition to the article, Editor Claire R. Fliess made the following comment about fairy lamps:

"I did not know anything about fairy lamps and was pleased to find out about them from the
write-up sent in by The Fairy Lamp Club.  I thought that they were something that Disney de-
signed to promote one of their films with Tinkerbell's magic wand tapping the lamp for it to
glow.  Little did I know."

Well, as many of us know, Claire is not alone in her lack of knowledge about fairy lamps.  Seems
that even the most experienced collectors or dealers have a minimal understanding and often ap-
ply "fairy lamp" to just about anything that lights up.  But, that's why we are all here, to learn and
to educate.

The complete article, including photos, has been linked to our home page within the "On-line
Articles" webpage.

ANTIQUE LAMPS & LIGHTING

PRICE GUIDE

Kyle Husfloen, Editor, Antique Trader Books, has just completed the final review of the price
guide and has released it to the printer for publication.  He indicates that printing usually takes a
couple months and he expects it to available in bookstores by August.  When it becomes avail-
able, I will inquire about a "bulk purchase" for our members.  I can hardly wait.  ☺

FAIRY LAMP CLUB WEBSITE UPDATE

                                                
1 www.collect.com/interest/periodical.asp?Pub=CO
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I have made several updates to the Fairy Lamp Club web site this quarter.  If you are a regular
visitor or are a member of the Fairy Lamp Discussion Group, you are already aware of the
changes.  If not, I will try to entice you to visit with this update.

•  The Undocumented Fairy Lamp Photo Gallery has been reformatted to make it a little
easier to load and navigate.  The pages are broken down into groups of twenty images which
allows for quicker loading and a means to go directly to the one you are interested in.  I have
also developed an explanation of what an "undocumented" fairy lamp is to help with any con-
fusion you may have.

•  I have added several new ads to the Fairy Lamp Catalogs and Ads Photo Gallery.  Several
are Clarke Fairy Lamp or Cricklite ads of unknown date or origin.  One ad, however, is from
the Phoenix Glass Company and shows a Nailsea-type fairy lamp.  I have a few more to add
to the webpage, so check back often.

•  New information has been added to the Unidentified Contemporary Fairy Lamps web-
page.  Specifically, corrective information has been item 1012.  A complete update to this
page is long overdue.  So, if you have an unidentified contemporary fairy lamp to add, just
send me a photo and I will add it for you.

•  Several parts have been added to the Lonely Fairy Lamp Parts webpage.  But, alas, only a
few "lonely parts" have found a mate.  Could it be that you have not visited this website
lately?  Check it out, you just might be able to re-unite some "lonely parts."

•  Several articles have been added to the On-line Articles webpage including the two that
promoted our Club.

I have made some progress in keeping the Fairy Lamp Club web site up to date.  However, there
is still much to do.  So, check back often.

FROM OUR MEMBERS

Mat-Su-No-Ke ROSE BOWL – OR, IS IT?  by Graham, Helen and Jim

This article from Graham and Helen requires a little explanation.  What began as simple inquiry
turned into a very fortunate discovery of original Stevens & Williams pattern design books.  The
original designs show various styles of decorated bowls, sometimes referred to as rose bowls, and
how they were adapted for use as fairy lamp bases.

This article began as a simple question related to a certain style of Stevens & Williams bowl
decorated in what is known as "Mat-Su-No-Ke."2  Specifically, could this decorated bowl have
been designed as a fairy lamp base similar to the ones illustrated in the Stevens & Williams de-
sign book?

In the process of preparing the article for the newsletter, I discovered some interesting and per-
haps important information that we may find helpful in understanding how Stevens & Williams
marketed their decorated bowls and adapted them to fairy lamps.

                                                
2 This spelling of Mat-Su-No-Ke is derived from British Glass – 1800-1914 by Hajdamach.  Other common spell-
ings include: Matsu-No-Ke and Matsu No Ke.
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Graham and Helen's original article was to have been changed to include a better example of a
Stevens & Williams Mat-Su-No-Ke bowl used as a fairy lamp base.  However, in order to illus-
trate the subtle differences in the bowls, I have decided to print their original inquiry as it was
written and add the new information for comparison.  In this way, we all can learn together and
perhaps form our own opinions better.

Following is Graham & Helen 's original inquiry with their original photo.

Stevens & Williams  Mat-Su-No-Ke BOWL –  Is it or is it not a fairy lamp base?
by Graham & Helen

Last year we met a friend at a glass fair who told us he had obtained access to some of the origi-
nal Stevens & Williams pattern books while he was doing some research for a project he was
working on.

It transpired that in the pattern books he had come across several drawings of fairy lamps and he
asked us if we had ever seen bases with "branches for feet and with the branches scrolling up the
side of the bowl with little flowers or blossoms on the end."  Obviously, we had not and our curi-
osity was aroused.  So we asked him if he would send us pictures.  Which he duly did.

Then over Christmas we were surfing the web, visiting various antique web sites, when we spot-
ted a yellow bowl/base with rather striking branch like feet scrolling up the side to flowerets or
blossoms.  The bowl was described as a Stevens & Williams Mat-Su-No-Ke bowl.  From the
picture on the website it was difficult to say if a lamp cup would fit or interfere with the little
flowers around the rim.  A quick email to the seller ascertained the diameter of the opening and
that a fairy-sized lamp cup would fit nicely.

We decided to take a gamble and buy the bowl.  Even if it turned out not to be a fairy lamp base,
it was still an extremely fine and rare example of art glass from the Victorian period.

When it arrived it was pure quality as you would expect from one of the UK's finest glassmakers
of the 19th century.  We put a fairy lamp on it and it looked pretty good.  You make your own
minds up.  Is it or isn’t it?
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We then emailed our friend a copy of the pictures and gave him the registration number that was
etched on the base.

Rd 15353 registered by Stevens & Williams
18 October 1884

A few days later he emailed us back, with the original pattern drawing showing that it was indeed
a rose bowl and not a fairy lamp base.

He also stated:  "That as it was not a fairy lamp base and could he buy it from us?"  "No, not just
yet." was our reply.  How about a swap for your painted Burmese epergne or your wee Burmese?

Never mind, we still like our Mat-Su-No-Ke rose bowl!

Now that you have the benefit of Graham & Helen's original inquiry, lets look at some additional
information they have provided, including additional information from Stevens & Williams de-
sign books.

In Graham's defense, I asked him to show the Stevens & Williams crimped dome on this base,
even though the colors do not match exactly.  He originally had a yellow satin dome decorated in
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a lace pattern similar to R-95.  It looked very nice but I thought it better to show it with a Stevens
& Williams shade instead.  In addition, Graham indicated that the rosettes on the bowl do not
interfere with the fairy lamp cup.  The cup rests entirely on the crimps.  That said, Graham does
not believe this particular bowl was intended for use with a fairy lamp and many agree with him.
But, there is more to this story.

Stu, a Fairy Lamp Club member and avid rose bowl collector, provided another example of the
same bowl only in a slightly different color.

As you can see, this color matches Graham's dome much better and the rosettes are placed
slightly lower on the bowl.  So, the question remains, is it a rose bowl or fairy lamp base?  I do
not think there is a wrong answer for this example.  But, there is more.

Several weeks after Graham provided the article, he sent me another example of a
Mat-Su-No-Ke bowl.

Graham believes this is a complete Stevens & Williams Mat-Su-No-Ke fairy lamp base.  The
base is much smaller than the yellow version and the bowl only has six single applied flowers,
unlike the yellow bowl that has several groupings of flowers.

Before I go much further, I think some definitions and explanations would be helpful.

In 1885, while at Stevens & Williams, John Northwood I (Harry Northwood's father) patented a
set of spring pincers and a stamping device which allowed for the quick application of flowers
and rosettes, notably on the Mat-Su-No-Ke vases and bowls.  Influenced by Japanese decorative
styles, the name translates as "The Spirit of the Pine Tree."
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The pincers ensured that the applied flowers were held away from the surface of the glass giving
a more natural and lifelike effect.3

There have been several references to Stevens & Williams's design book.  Below is a photo that
will help you understand what the design books are like.

As you can see, it a "ledger-like" book with pencil drawings and notations.  It also includes a
pattern number, dimensions of some items, colors, dates, and pricing information.  I have se-
lected a few items related to fairy lamps that will provide some insight into how Stevens & Wil-
liams marketed their fairy lamps and decorative bowls.  The "blue" captions are actual notations
obtained directly from the design book.  The information in the design book was, for the most
part, in the form of column entries, such as design number, price, and date.  Other information
about the item was made in the margins as explanatory notations.

                                                
3 British Glass – 1800-1914, Charles R. Hajdamach, p. 304.
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Design number 9.260 – Gorse4 yellow with three sprays – October 11, 1886 – 8" wide by 5" tall
– 25 shillings – In ruby, 22 shillings.5  This design appears to be Helen and Graham's yellow
bowl.  Notice the flower groups and how high they are applied on the bowl.

Design number 11.405 – Ruby shaded from top and green from bottom – May 2, 1886 – 8 shil-
lings/6 pence – with lamp shade 12 shillings.  The reference to the "lamp shade" is assumed to be
an optional fairy lamp dome.  Notice the shading and the unusual combination of colors.  Is this a
drawing of Stevens & Williams's ribbon MOP satin?

Design number 11.408 – Blue shaded – 6 shillings.  Note that the fairy lamp dome is not illus-
trated with a lamp cup.  Unless the cup sits completely within the bowl, this is possibly an artist
error.  Or, is this bowl designed for a pyramid-size fairy lamp?  In addition, the spray of single
rosettes appears similar to Graham's blue version, which he indicated was smaller than the yel-
low.  Now, the logical question is, "Did Stevens & Williams make pyramid-size fairy lamp
domes?"  I am not aware of any.  How about you?

Design number 11.411 – Brown shaded with single flowers and handle.  Notice that this example
has a lamp cup resting on the crimps and a handle for carrying.  Does the handle suggest that this

                                                
4 The Golden Gorse is a conspicuous plant throughout Great Britain.  It has spiny branches and bright yellow flow-
ers.

5 Twelve pence in a shilling and 20 shillings in a GBP.  (I think.)
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bowl was made specifically for a fairy lamp?  Or, is it equally logical to put a handle on a rose
bowl?  Also, notice that the decoration has single rosettes.

Design number 11.741 – Blue shaded six sided.  Bottom – 2 shillings/6 pence with lamp fitting –
3 shillings/6 pence, complete – 6 shillings.  This is clear evidence that Stevens & Williams bowls
were "multi-purpose" and the buyers could purchase exactly what they wanted for their own pur-
poses.

Even though the illustration does not show the crimped edge, I believe this is the fairy lamp and
bowl combination shown in the illustration.

Design number 11.777 – Blue shaded over ivory.  Crimped (words not legible) same size as
11.234 only opening through base for fairy lamp with 11.138 shade completed.  – 9 shillings/6
pence complete.  It would be very interesting to see the two additional designs referenced with
this lamp.  It would appear, however, that another Stevens & Williams piece was modified to ac-
commodate the fairy lamp.

Now, as you can see, we have learned a great deal about how Stevens & Williams designed and
marketed its products.  It is clear from the information in the design books that several of its
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bowls, decorated and undecorated, were either specifically made for fairy lamps or were adapted
to suit the whims of the consumer.

So, now what?  I think there is considerably more to learn about Stevens & Williams fairy lamp
production.  Certainly, a careful review of the complete design book would be very beneficial
considering what we have gleaned from the few pages we have seen.  If only we could get access
to it.  Can someone help?

PYRAMID LAMP CUP RINGS by Jim

Over three years ago I asked about a pair of lamp cups that had holes cut in the bottom.6 One was
a pyramid-size cup and the other was larger size but not big enough to be fairy-size lamp cup.

I have not been able to determine what these unusual cups are used for and probably will never
know.  But, would you believe, I have found two more.  These are very different and I think I
know what they were used for.

These two "rings" are the top portion of Clarke pyramid-size lamp cups.  However, they are un-
marked.

The pyramid lamp cups are cut off just below where the dome would sit leaving the ribs for the
dome to sit on.  The cut surface is highly polished and looks "factory made."  Both rings are
identical and appear to be Clarke pyramid lamp cups with the bottoms cut out.

The two rings came with a pair of bisque standards similar to the pair shown in R-707.  At the
time I purchased them, I placed little value in the rings thinking that someone made them so that
a pyramid-size dome would fit the standard.7  However, I continued to use them in that way until
I recently discovered their "probable" purpose.

In "Clarke's Fairy Lamps" by Dorothy Tibbetts, there are two bronze brackets to hold Clarke
Pyramid fairy lamps.  These are identified as Clarke catalog number 102 and 103 bronze brack-
ets.  They were advertised with the following:

                                                
6 Fairy Lamp Newsletter, Issue XIII, August 1998.
7 Many similar standards, both glass and bisque, take a dome slightly larger than a pyramid-size.
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"There are dark passages and corners in every house where a cheap BRACKET with a "PYRA-
MID" LAMP would be very nice."

This is yet another use of Samuel Clarke's Pryamid Night Lights.  After all, his business was
selling candles.

I have looked at these two illustrations countless times and never realized exactly what I was
seeing.  If you look closely at the drawing, you will see that neither pyramid shade is sitting in a
complete lamp cup.  This became very clear to me when I found a pair of wall brackets similar to
the one shown on the right.  The portion of the bracket where the cup sits is flat with only a small
recessed area in the middle for a mounting screw.  Of course, a pyramid lamp cup will sit on the
platform, but it looks out of place and the cup feet need to straddle the openings in the metal plat-
form.  The dome needed a "pyramid-size lamp ring."  (I think I just created a new term.)
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Now that I have an understanding of how these rings might have been used, they take on a new
level of importance in my collection.  The brackets, once relegated to the "parts drawer," will
now enjoy a prominent place in our home.  Now, to find just the right "dark corner" to put them
in.

Seriously, while I have a plausible explanation for the use of these rings, I have no other sup-
porting documentation.  Please let me know if you have another explanation for the use of these
rings.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

CENTRAL GLASS FAIRY LAMPS from Marilyn

Marilyn is trying to locate a Central Glass candle lamp to include in a book she is writing, The
Patterns of Central Glass, 1863-1893.  While researching her book she discovered the following
article in an 1889 issue of "American Pottery and Glass Reporter."

"Central continues to spring novelties on the trade occasionally.  The latest is a lantern novelty
and an inkstand, both of which will sell, especially the former.  The lantern is made of glass, in
the shape of a castle or housetop, etched, with plain windows and nickel-plated top and handle.
They are made in three different colors, red, white and blue, and after the style of the old-
fashioned tin lantern, in which candles were used.  It is intended as a night lamp or for the sick
room, and is an excellent thing for this purpose, the light being soft and will not hurt the weakest
eyes.  It is just the thing for illuminating parlors when small parties are given and the gas is
turned down, the different colors making a nice effect, or for illuminating lawns, piazzas, etc.
Candles guaranteed to last nine hours are used.

The demand for the night lamp is enormous.  The old fashioned tin lantern carried by "Betsy" in
Estella Clayton's play "Along the Hudson," reminded the writer of this one, while at the matinee."

If you have any information on Central Glass production of candle or fairy lamps, please contact:
Central Glass Connection, Marilyn R. Hallock, 227 Delmar Avenue, Sarasota, FL 34243-1912.
Marilyn can also be reached by telephone at 941-251-9405 or by e-mail at:
ctrlglas@tampabay.rr.com

I have already provided Marilyn with the following "candidate" candle lamp that seems to match
the description in the article.
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In response, Marilyn provided:

"The base and bricks are very similar to a Central pattern called Brick Window or Picture Win-
dow, pattern #870."

Does anyone have any additional information that would/would not attribute these candle lamps
to Central Glass?

I also provided Marilyn photos of two colored Central Glass Lamps similar to R-140.  She also
provided the following information:

"The Central Glass fairy lamp, pattern #836, was produced in amber, blue, canary, and crystal -
- either etched or plain glass.  R-140 is in etched blue.  This matte finish is what Central Glass
referred to as "etched."  I have not seen it in crystal and your photos are the first I've seen in
plain glass."

UNUSUAL FAIRY LAMP FINDS from Frank

When it rains it pours!  I do not know if Frank has been storing his unusual finds for just the right
time, or he has been doing a lot of  'tiquing lately.  In either case, he has several items he would
like additional information on.  I will discuss each one separately.

Petites Choses Pegged Lamp Cup

Frank inquired about an unusual pegged lamp cup marked "Petites Choses" and wanted informa-
tion about the manufacturer and age.  I posted an inquiry to the Fairy Lamp Discussion Group
and received the following reply from Lloyd.

"Petites Choses is a company founded in Chicago c.1950s by Fred Akard, since retired.  The
company is still in business marketing decorative objects.  I do not believe they have ever been a
manufacturer.  Crescent/Brooke Glass Co. made some glass items for them.  We have a similar
blue lamp cup without the peg that came with a variation of a crystal Cricklite dome and have
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seen a picture of a five light table centerpiece with standard and lamp cups the same color, with-
out domes."

Apparently, this cup takes a standard fairy-size dome or Cricklite.  The design is very similar to a
Clarke lamp cup but, as you can see, has several subtle differences.

Frank has four of these cups.  They were acquired at different times in three separate locations in
Florida.  Does anyone have any additional information on Petites Choses or this pegged lamp
cup?

Unusual Burmese Fairy Lamp

This is an unusual Burmese shade that Frank bought at auction in 1989.  The shade is unusually
large measuring 3.687" in diameter and 4.875" high.  Obviously, it is "reverse Burmese" with the
re-firing having been done to the bottom of the shade instead of the top.  The glass is thin, typical
of most Webb Burmese shades, and has a rounded bottom edge.

The pressed glass base has a grove molded in it to hold the shade.  However, there are no provi-
sions to allow air to get inside the lamp.  That said, a burning candle does not appear to lack for
oxygen to burn.
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The only information Frank has about the base comes from a friend who saw a similar base while
visiting T. Robert Anthony, author of "19th Century Fairy Lamps."  At the time, he indicated that
the base was possibly of German manufacture.

Unusual Nailsea-type Dome

This clear shade with white loopings has a very unusual brass band at the bottom.  The band is a
little more than 1/4" in width.  It wraps around the bottom edge of the dome and has a small "T-
shaped" flange on the inside.  The small flange is barely visible in the right photo.  The band is
attached to the shade by Plaster of Paris.  When Frank removed the band to determine if it was
professionally attached, he found a series of 1/2" finely ground slits on the bottom outside edge
of the shade to provide some "bite" for the Plaster of Paris.

The brass ring has no locking provisions and it appears to be only for protection of the dome.
But, from what?

This shade is fire-polished at the top opening  and the bottom edge is also fire-polished.  The
glass is a little thicker than some shades but appears to be vintage.

Any information about this unusual dome would be greatly appreciated.

Well, as you can see, Frank certainly has some unusual items.  (I even have a few more for future
issues.)  If you have any information of any of these items, Frank certainly wants to hear from
you.  He can be reached by telephone at (203) 748-3700 or by e-mail at fnk@prodigy.net.

UNDOCUMENTED FAIRY LAMPS

Just a reminder: I am continuing to focus my attention on previously published undocumented
fairy lamps.  Once I have completed the updates, I will once again publish new pages of un-
documented fairy lamps.  And, do I have some great examples to show you!

AUCTION REPORTS

Many of our members look forward to the fairy lamp auction reports and I have many recent
sales to share with you.  However, due to self-imposed limits to the size of the newsletter, they
will have to wait until a
future issue.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

SERVICES

For members of our Fairy Lamp Club, I will list your Victorian-era fairy lamps on eBay On-line
auctions for a nominal fee.

Contact me for details.

Jim Sapp, 6422 Haystack Road, Alexandria, VA 22310-3308, Phone (703) 971-3229,
e-mail: sapp@erols.com

WANTED TO BUY

Jim Sapp, 6422 Haystack Road, Alexandria, VA 22310-3308  (703) 971-3229, e-mail:
sapp@erols.com, is interested in purchasing the following:
•  R-9  Nailsea pyramid-size dome in Citron

FOR SALE

Three-ring binders for your Fairy Lamp Club Newsletters and Undocumented Fairy Lamp pages.

Each binder has a decorative title page for the front cover and spine.  In addition, the newsletter
binder will include numbered tabs (1-25) and a current Newsletter Index for quick reference.
Both for $20.00 including shipping to US.  An additional $4.00 is required for foreign shipping.

If you are interested in a set of Fairy Lamp Newsletter binders, please send payment to:

James L. Sapp
6422 Haystack Road
Alexandria, VA  22310-3308

Or, if you prefer, you may send payment by PayPal to sapp@erols.com.

REFERENCE GUIDELINES

This newsletter makes extensive use of FAIRY LAMPS - Elegance in Candle Lighting, by Bob &
Pat Ruf, Schiffer Publishing, Ltd., 1996, in identifying fairy lamps.  While this is the most com-
plete reference book, there are others that you may also use.  For consistency, we will use the
following key to reference illustrations of fairy lamps.  The first letter will identify the reference
book followed by a plate or figure number.

For example:

A-P3-4  Refers to T. Robert Anthony's book 19th Century Fairy Lamps, plate 3, number 4.
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C-227  Refers to a fairy lamp number in Clarke's 1888 catalog, reprint by T. Robert Anthony
catalog number 227.

FL-XV-2  Refers to the Fairy Lamp Club Newsletter, Issue XV (15), page 2.

H-P117-2218  Refers to the Hosch catalog, Plate 117, item 2218.  In the case where the Hosch
catalog plate number is unknown, the plate number will simply be "Unknown."

R-167  Refers to Bob & Pat Ruf's book FAIRY LAMPS-Elegance in Candle Lighting, figure 167.

T-PV-8  Refers to Dorothy Tibbetts' book Clarke's Fairy-Lamps, plate V, number 8.

U-10  Refers to photographic examples of fairy lamps that are not shown in any of reference
books.  They have been assigned an undocumented reference number in the Undocumented Fairy
Lamps section of the newsletter.  In this example Undocumented fairy lamp number 10.

Let me know if other reference materials need to be added to the code list.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

The Fairy Lamp Club is a non-profit club for collectors of Victorian and contemporary fairy
lamps.  The club's quarterly newsletter is published in the months of February, May, August, and
November.  The purpose of the newsletter is to provide a forum for members to share informa-
tion about fairy lamps with others and is greatly dependent upon the contributions of our mem-
bers for its content.

To join the Fairy Lamp Club and receive the Fairy Lamp Newsletter for one year, please send
$15.00 to:

JIM & PAT SAPP

6422 HAYSTACK ROAD

ALEXANDRIA, VA  22310-3308

E-mail:.................................sapp@erols.com
Telephone:.............................(703) 971-3229
Fax: .......................................(508) 448-8917

Or, if you prefer:

BOB & PAT RUF

4165 FALLING WATER

RENO, NEVADA  89509

E-mail:..............................bpr@powernet.net
Telephone & Fax: .................(775) 747-2675

Back issues of the Fairy Lamp Newsletter are available for $4.00 per issue plus
postage.

Foreign membership dues are $20.00 per year.

Thanks

Thanks to everyone that contributed to this issue of the newsletter.  The success and continued
growth of this newsletter is directly attributed to your participation and support.
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